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ON `-ADIC GALOIS POLYLOGARITHMS
AND TRIPLE `-TH POWER RESIDUE SYMBOLS
DENSUKE SHIRAISHI
Abstract. The `-adic Galois polylogarithm is an arithmetic function on an absolute
Galois group with values in `-adic numbers, which arises from Galois actions on `-adic
e´tale paths on P1\{0, 1,∞}. In the present paper, we discuss a relationship between
`-adic Galois polylogarithms and triple `-th power residue symbols in some special cases
studied by a work of Hirano-Morishita. We show that a functional equation of `-adic
Galois polylogarithms by Nakamura-Wojtkowiak implies a reciprocity law of triple `-th
power residue symbols.
Introduction
Let K be a number field, K its algebraic closure in the complex number field C. For a
prime number `, let ζ` := exp(2pi
√−1
` ) a primitive `-th root of unity in K.
Choose a K-rational point z of P1K\{0, 1,∞}. For any prime number `, the absolute
Galois group GK := Gal(K/K) acts on the `-adic e´tale path space pi`1(P1K\{0, 1,∞};
−→01, z¯)
where −→01 is the standard K-rational tangential base point. In [Wo], for a fixed `-adic e´tale
path γ ∈ pi`1(P1K\{0, 1,∞};
−→01, z¯), Z. Wojtkowiak introduced an arithmetic function
`i(`)n (z, γ) : GK → Q`
(for n = 2, 3, 4, . . . ) valued in the `-adic number field Q`, called the n-th `-adic Galois
polylogarithm, defined as a certain coefficient in the `-adic Magnus expansion of the loop
f(`)γ (σ) := γ · σ(γ)−1 ∈ pi`1(P1K\{0, 1,∞},
−→01) (σ ∈ GK).
On the other hand, following the analogy between knots and primes, M. Morishita
introduced the mod ` Milnor invariant µ`(123) ∈ Z/`Z for certain prime ideals p1, p2, p3
of Q(ζ`) for ` = 2, 3, as an arithmetic analog of the Milnor invariant of links ([Mo],
[AMM]). As a result, the triple `-th power residue symbol is defined by
[p1, p2, p3]` := ζµ`(123)` ,
which controls the decomposition law of p3 in a certain nilpotent extension R(`)p1,p2/Q(ζ`).
In the present paper, we relate [p1, p2, p3]` to `i(`)n (z, γ) for ` = 2, 3 as follows:
Main formula (Naive form). For ` ∈ {2, 3}, we have
(0.0.1) [p1, p2, p3]` = ±ζ−`i
(`)
2 (z,γ)(σ)
` ,
where K, z, γ, σ are suitably chosen to satisfy certain conditions depending on the triple
of primes {p1, p2, p3}. (See Theorem 2.3 for more details.)
Moreover, as a consequence of (0.0.1), we derive a reciprocity law of the triple symbol
[p1, p2, p3]` due to Re´dei [Re´], Amano-Mizusawa-Morishita [AMM] in the form
(0.0.2) [p1, p2, p3]` · [p2, p1, p3]` = 1 (` = 2, 3)
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from a functional equation between `i(`)2 (z, γ) and `i
(`)
2 (1 − z, γ′) due to Nakamura-
Wojtkowiak [NW2]. (See Corollary 2.9 for details.) Thus, by using a functional equation
of `-adic Galois polylogarithms, we have another proof of a reciprocity law of triple `-th
power residue symbols. This fact is an indication that the Galois action mentioned at the
beginning of this introduction has abundant arithmetic information.
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. `-adic Galois polylogarithms. In this section, we recall the definition and some
properties of `-adic Galois polylogarithms. Fix any prime number `. Let K be a sub-field
of C, K a fixed algebraic closure of K, and GK := Gal(K/K) the absolute Galois group
of K with respect to K. Fix an embedding K ↪→ C. For any positive integer m, let
ζ`m := exp(2pi
√−1
`m ) a fixed primitive `m-th root of unity in K. Let
X := P1K\{0, 1,∞}
be a projective line minus 3 points overK, XK := X×KK the base change ofX → Spec K
via K ↪→ K, and Xan = P1(C)\{0, 1,∞} the complex analytic space associated to the
base change of XK via K ↪→ C.
First, we choose a K-rational point
z ∈ X(K).
As appropriate, we regard z as a point on Xan by the fixed embeddings K ↪→ K and
K ↪→ C. We denote by pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z) the set of homotopy classes of piece-wise smooth
topological paths on Xan from the unit tangent vector −→01 to z; by pitop1 (Xan,
−→01) the
topological fundamental group of Xan with the base point −→01. The group pitop1 (Xan,
−→01)
is a free group of rank 2 generated by the homotopy classes of {l0, l1} in the following
Figure:
pitop1 (Xan,
−→01) = 〈l0, l1〉.
Fix a homotopy class
γ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z).
Let z¯ : Spec K → XK be the base change of z : Spec K → X via K ↪→ K. We denote
by pi`1(XK ;
−→01, z¯) the profinite set of `-adic e´tale paths on XK from the standard K-rational
tangential base point −→01 to z¯; by pi`1(XK , ∗) the pro-` e´tale fundamental group of XK with
base point ∗ ∈ {−→01, z¯}. By using the comparison maps induced by the fixed embedding
K ↪→ C, we regard homotopy classes l0, l1 ∈ pitop1 (Xan,
−→01), γ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z) as `-adic
e´tale paths
l0, l1 ∈ pi`1(XK ,
−→01), γ ∈ pi`1(XK ;
−→01, z¯).
Then pi`1(XK ,
−→01) is a free pro-` group topologically generated by {l0, l1}:
pi`1(XK ,
−→01) = 〈l0, l1〉.
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Next, we focus on the Galois action
GK → Aut(pi`1(XK ;
−→01, z¯))
defined by σ(p) := s−→01(σ) · p · sz¯(σ) for σ ∈ GK and p ∈ pi`1(XK ;
−→01, z¯), where s∗ : GK →
pi`1(XK , ∗) is a canonical homomorphism induced by a geometric point ∗ ∈ {
−→01, z¯} on XK
and paths are composed from left to right. Consider the continuous 1-cocycle
f(`)γ : GK → pi`1(XK ,
−→01)
defined by f(`)γ (σ) := γ · σ(γ)−1 ∈ pi`1(XK ,
−→01). To understand clearly the behavior of f(`)γ ,
we use the `-adic Magnus embedding
E : pi`1(XK ,
−→01) ↪−→ Q`〈〈e0, e1〉〉
defined by E(l0) = exp(e0), E(l1) = exp(e1) where Q`〈〈e0, e1〉〉 is the Q`-algebra of formal
power series over Q` in two non-commuting variables e0 and e1. The constant term
of E(f(`)γ (σ)) ∈ Q`〈〈e0, e1〉〉 is equal to 1 for any σ ∈ GK , so we can consider the Lie
formal power series log(E(f(`)γ (σ)))−1 ∈ Lie〈〈e0, e1〉〉 ⊂ Q`〈〈e0, e1〉〉 where Lie〈〈e0, e1〉〉 is
the complete free Lie algebra generated by e0 and e1.
Now we shall introduce a certain function on GK which quantifies the loop f(`)γ (σ) ∈
pi`1(XK ,
−→01) (σ ∈ GK) as a “polylogarithm” with values in `-adic numbers. To intoroduce
it, we need the following preparations. Let δ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01,−→10) be a homotopy class of
the canonical path on Xan as in the above Figure, and
γ′ := δ · ϕ(γ) ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, 1− z),
where ϕ ∈ Aut(Xan) given by ϕ(∗) = 1−∗. We will choose z1/n, (1−z)1/n, (1−ζanz1/n)1/m
(n,m ∈ N, a ∈ Z) as the specific n-th power roots determined by γ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z) (See
[NW1] for details). Let
ρz,γ : GK → Z` (resp. ρ1−z,γ′ : GK → Z`)
be the Kummer 1-cocycle along γ (resp. γ′) defined by σ(z1/`n) = ζρz,γ(σ)`n z1/`
n (resp.
σ((1 − z)1/`n) = ζρ1−z,γ′ (σ)`n (1 − z)1/`
n) for σ ∈ GK . Denote by χ : GK → Z×` the `-adic
cyclotomic character defined by σ(ζ`n) = ζχ(σ)`n for σ ∈ GK .
Definition 1 (`-adic Galois polylogarithm function; [NW1], [Wo; §11]). We define a func-
tion `i(`)n (z, γ) : GK → Q` (n ≥ 2) as a coefficient of ad(e0)n−1(e1) in the following Lie
expression of log(E(f(`)γ (σ)))−1 for any σ ∈ GK :
log(E(f(`)γ (σ)))−1 ≡ ρz,γ(σ)e0 + ρ1−z,γ′(σ)e1
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+
∞∑
n=2
`i(`)n (z, γ)(σ)ad(e0)n−1(e1) mod Ie1 ,
where Ie1 denotes the ideal generated by Lie monomials involving e1 at least twice. This
function
`i(`)n (z, γ) : GK → Q` (n ≥ 2)
is called the n-th `-adic Galois polylogarithm function associated to γ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z).
We shall also define
`i
(`)
0 (z, γ) := ρz,γ , `i
(`)
1 (z, γ) := ρ1−z,γ′ .
Here we shall introduce a certain character on GK which generalizes the so-called Soule´
character.
Definition 2 (`-adic Galois polylogarithmic character; [NW1]). For any integer m ≥ 1,
we define χ˜z,γm : GK → Z` by the following Kummer properties:
ζ
χ˜z,γm (σ)
`n = σ
(
`n−1∏
i=0
(1− ζχ(σ)−1i`n z1/`
n)
im−1
`n
)/ `n−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi+ρz,γ(σ)`n z1/`
n)
im−1
`n (n ≥ 1).
This function
χ˜z,γm : GK → Z` (m ≥ 1)
valued in the ring Z` of `-adic integers, is called the m-th `-adic Galois polylogarithmic
character associated to γ ∈ pitop1 (Xan;
−→01, z).
In fact, `-adic Galois polylogarithmic characters describe values of the `-adic Galois
polylogarithm function.
Theorem 1.1 (Explicit formula; [NW1; Corollary]). For each σ ∈ GK , the quantity
`i
(`)
n (z, γ)(σ) is explicitly described by `-adic Galois polylogarithmic characters as follows:
`i(`)n (z, γ)(σ) = (−1)n+1
n−1∑
k=0
Bk
k! (−ρz,γ(σ))
k χ˜
z,γ
n−k(σ)
(n− k − 1)! (n ≥ 1),
where Bk denotes the k-th Bernoulli number.
One reason for the name “`-adic Galois polylogarithm” is that `-adic Galois poly-
logarithm functions/polylogarithmic characters satisfy some typical functional equations
analogous to functional equations of the classical polylogarithm [NW2; Chapter 6]. The
following functional equation is one example of them.
Theorem 1.2 (a functional equation; [NW2; Chapter 6, (6.14)]). The 2nd `-adic Galois
polylogarithm function holds the following functional equation. For any σ ∈ GK ,
`i
(`)
2 (z, γ)(σ) + `i
(`)
2 (1− z, γ′)(σ) = `i(`)2 (
−→10, δ)(σ).
By Theorem 1.1, this equation is equivalent to the following functional equation of the
2nd `-adic Galois polylogarithmic character. For any σ ∈ GK ,
χ˜z,γ2 (σ) + χ˜
1−z,γ′
2 (σ) + ρz,γ(σ)ρ1−z,γ′(σ) =
1
24(χ(σ)
2 − 1).
Remark 3. The latter functional equation in Theorem 1.2 is an `-adic Galois analog of
the functional equation
Li2(z) + Li2(1− z) + log(z)log(1− z) = pi
2
6 ,
where Li2(z) denotes the classical dilogarithm function.
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1.2. Triple `-th power residue symbols for ` = 2, 3. The triple `-th power residue
symbol is defined at present for ` = 2, 3 in [Mo], [AMM]. In this section, following [HM;
Section 4], [Mo], [AMM], we recall the definition and some properties of triple `-th power
residue symbols for ` = 2, 3.
1.2.1. Case of ` = 2. Let p1, p2 be distinct prime numbers which satisfy
(1.2.1) pi ≡ 1 mod 4 (i = 1, 2),
(
pi
pj
)
= 1 (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2).
By (1.2.1), there exist integers x, y, w satisfying the following conditions [Am; Lemma 1.1]:
(1.2.2) x2 − p1y2 − p2w2 = 0,
gcd(x, y, w) = 1, y ≡ 0 mod 2, x− y ≡ 1 mod 4.
Note that the triple (x, y, w) is not unique. For such a pair (x, y), we let
(1.2.3) θ(2)p1,p2 := x+
√
p1y.
Moreover, we set
(1.2.4) R(2)
(
= R(2)p1,p2
)
:= Q(√p1,√p2,
√
θ
(2)
p1,p2) ⊂ C,
(1.2.5) K(2)
(
= K(2)p1,p2
)
:= Q(√p1,√p2).
Theorem 1.3 ([Am; Theorem 1.2,Corollary 1.5]). The field R(2) is a finite Galois exten-
sion of Q in C which satisfies the following properties:
(i) The Galois group Gal(R(2)/Q) is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group
H3(Z/2Z) :=

 1 ∗ ∗0 1 ∗
0 0 1
 ∣∣∣ ∗ ∈ Z/2Z

(Note that this group H3(Z/2Z) is isomorphic to the dihedral group D8 of order 8);
(ii) Prime numbers ramified in R(2)/Q are only p1, p2 with ramification index 2;
(iii) The field R(2) is independent of the choice of the triple (x, y, w). Hence, R(2)/Q
depends only on the pair {p1, p2}.
Theorem 1.4 (An arithmetic characterization of R(2); [Am; Theorem 2.1]). Let p1, p2
be distinct prime numbers satisfying (1.2.1). For a number field L ⊂ C, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is the field R(2);
(2) L/Q is a Galois extension in which only prime numbers p1, p2 are ramified with rami-
fication index 2 and whose Galois group is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group H3(Z/2Z).
Here we take another prime number p3 satisfying
(1.2.6) p3 ≡ 1 mod 4,
(
pi
pj
)
= 1 (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3).
Note that p3 is unramified in R(2)/Q by Theorem 1.3 (ii). Then we introduce an arithmetic
symbol which controls the decomposition of p3 in the nilpotent extension R(2)/Q.
Definition 4 (Triple quadratic residue symbol; [Mo; Section 8.4]). For prime ideals
(p1), (p2), (p3) of Z where prime numbers p1, p2, p3 satisfy (1.2.1) and (1.2.6), the triple
quadratic residue symbol is defined by
[(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 := (−1)µ2(123) ∈ {1,−1},
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where µ2(123) ∈ Z/2Z is the mod 2 Milnor invariant for the prime numbers p1, p2, p3. See
[Mo; Section 8.4] for the detailed account of µ2(123).
Let p˜i be a prime ideal of K(2) above pi. By (1.2.1) and (1.2.6), the primes p1, p2, p3
are completely decomposed or ramified in K(2)/Q as follows.
Q
Q(√p1)
K(2) = Q(√p1,√p2)
R(2) = K(2)(
√
θ
(2)
p1,p2)
p1
p˜1 ∩Q(√p1)
p˜1
ramified
completely
decomposed
p2
p˜2 ∩Q(√p1)
p˜2
completely
decomposed
ramified
p3
p˜3
completely
decomposed
Theorem 1.5 ([Mo; Section 8.4, Theorem 8.25]). Let σp3 := Frobp˜3 ∈ Gal(R(2)/K(2)) be
the Frobenius substitution of p˜3 in R(2)/K(2). Then we have
[(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 =
σp3(
√
θ
(2)
p1,p2)√
θ
(2)
p1,p2
.
In particular, [(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 = 1 if and only if p3 is completely decomposed in R(2)/Q.
Remark 1.6. The right side of the equation in Theorem 1.5 is the Re´dei symbol introduced
by L. Re´dei in [Re´]:
[p1, p2, p3]Re´dei :=
σp3(
√
θ
(2)
p1,p2)√
θ
(2)
p1,p2
.
That is, Theorem 1.5 means the triple quadratic residue symbol is equal to the Re´dei
symbol:
[(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 = [p1, p2, p3]Re´dei.
In [Re´], L. Re´dei proved the following reciprocity law of the triple symbol. In [Am], F.
Aamano gave another simple proof of it.
Theorem 1.7 (Reciprocity law of triple quadratic residue symbols; [Re´], [Am]). Let
ρ ∈ S3 be any permutation of the set {1, 2, 3}. Then
[(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 · [(pρ(1)), (pρ(2)), (pρ(3))]2 = 1,
that is [(p1), (p2), (p3)]2 = [(pρ(1)), (pρ(2)), (pρ(3))]2.
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1.2.2. Case of ` = 3. In this section, we essentially follow [HM, Section 4.2] for various
assumptions. Let k := Q(ζ3) = Q(
√−3) be the Eisenstein field where ζ3 := exp(2pi
√−1
3 ) =
−1+√−3
2 . Let pi = (pi) (i = 1, 2) be distinct prime ideals of k which satisfy
(1.2.7) Npi ≡ 1 mod 9 (i = 1, 2),
(
pi
pj
)
3
= 1 (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2).
Following [AMM, Corollary 5.9], [HM, Section 4.2], we assume that
(1.2.8) each pi is an associate of a rational prime number in k.
There is an ambiguity of the choice of pi up to units Z[ζ3]× = {±ζm3 | m = 0, 1, 2}, but
we can take it uniquely by posing the following condition (cf. [AMM; Lemma 1.1]):
(1.2.9) pi ≡ 1 mod (3
√−3).
We fix such a prime element pi ∈ Z[ζ3]. We set Ki := k( 3√pi). The field Ki is a cyclic
extension of degree 3 over k in which only pi is ramified (cf. [AMM; Theorem 3.5]). Let
φ be a generator of Gal(K1/k) determined by φ( 3
√
p1) = ζ3 3
√
p1. By (1.2.7) and (1.2.9),
there exist algebraic integers
(1.2.10) αp1,p2 ∈ OK1 , w ∈ Z[ζ3]
together with prime idealsP,B ofK1 which satisfy the following conditions [AMM; Propo-
sition 5.6]:
(1.2.11) NK1/k(αp1,p2) = p2w
3,
(αp1,p2) = PeBf , (e, 3) = 1, (B, 3) = 1, f ≡ 0 mod 3.
Note that αp1,p2 is not unique. For such an αp1,p2 ∈ OK1 , we let
(1.2.12) θ(3)p1,p2 := φ(αp1,p2)(φ
2(αp1,p2))2.
Moreover, we set
(1.2.13) R(3)
(
= R(3)p1,p2
)
:= k( 3√p1, 3√p2, 3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2) ⊂ C,
(1.2.14) K(3)
(
= K(3)p1,p2
)
:= k( 3√p1, 3√p2).
By using the assumption (1.2.8), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.8 ([AMM; Theorem 5.11, Corollary 5.12]). The field R(3) is a finite Galois
extension of k in C which holds the following properties:
(i) The Galois group Gal(R(3)/k) is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group
H3(Z/3Z) :=

 1 ∗ ∗0 1 ∗
0 0 1
 ∣∣∣ ∗ ∈ Z/3Z
 ;
(ii) Prime ideals ramified in R(3)/k are only p1, p2 with ramification index 3;
(iii) The field R(3) is independent of the choice of αp1,p2 ∈ OK1. Hence, R(3)/k depends
only on the pair {p1, p2}.
Theorem 1.9 (An arithmetic characterization of R(3); cf. [AMM; Corollary 5.12]). Let
p1 = (p1), p2 = (p2) be distinct prime ideals of k satisfying (1.2.7), (1.2.8), (1.2.9) and
(1.2.15). For a finite extension field L of k in C, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is the field R(3);
(2) L/k is a Galois extension in which only primes p1, p2 are ramified with ramification
index 3 and whose Galois group is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group H3(Z/3Z).
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Here we take another prime ideal p3 = (p3) of k satisfying
(1.2.15) Np3 ≡ 1 mod 9,
(
pi
pj
)
3
= 1 (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3).
Note that p3 is unramified in R(3)/k by Theorem 1.8 (ii). Then we introduce an arithmetic
symbol which controls the decomposition of p3 in the nilpotent extension R(3)/k.
Definition 5 (Triple cubic residue symbol ; [AMM; Definition 6.2]). For a triple of primes
(p1, p2, p3) of k satisfying (1.2.7) and (1.2.15), the triple cubic residue symbol is defined
by
[p1, p2, p3]3 := ζµ3(123)3 ∈ {1, ζ3, ζ−13 },
where µ3(123) ∈ Z/3Z is the mod 3 Milnor invariant for the primes p1, p2, p3. See
[AMM; (2.3) of Chapter 2, Theorem 4.4] for the detailed account of µ3(123).
Let p˜i be a prime ideal of K(3) above pi. By (1.2.7) and (1.2.15), the primes p1, p2, p3
are completely decomposed or ramified in K(3)/k as follows.
k = Q(ζ3)
K1 = k( 3
√
p1)
K(2) = k( 3
√
p1, 3
√
p2)
R(3) =K(3)( 3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2)
p1
p˜1 ∩K1
p˜1
ramified
completely
decomposed
p2
p˜2 ∩K1
p˜2
completely
decomposed
ramified
p3
p˜3
completely
decomposed
Theorem 1.10 ([AMM; Theorem.6.3]). Let σp3 := Frobp˜3 ∈ Gal(R(3)/K(3)) be the Frobe-
nius substitution of p˜3 in R(3)/K(3). Then we have
[p1, p2, p3]3 =
σp3(
3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2)
3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2
.
In particular, [p1, p2, p3]3 = 1 if and only if p3 is completely decomposed in R(3)/k.
Theorem 1.11 (a reciprocity law of triple cubic residue symbols; [AMM; Proposition 6.5]).
We have
[p1, p2, p3]3 · [p2, p1, p3]3 = 1,
that is [p2, p1, p3]3 = [p1, p2, p3]−13 .
Hereafter, following Hirano-Morishita [HM, Section 4.2], we shall restrict ourselves to
the case with
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Assumption (A) : The pair (p1, p2) has αp1,p2 ∈ OK1 in (1.2.10) and (1.2.11) which can
be given in the form αp1,p2 = x+ y 3
√
p1 (x, y ∈ k).
Under the above assumption (A), the conditions (1.2.11), (1.2.12) are equivalent to
(1.2.16) x3 + p1y3 = p2w3,
(1.2.17) θ(3)p1,p2 = (x+ ζ3y 3
√
p1)(x+ ζ23y 3
√
p1)2.
These equations will play an important role in the next section.
2. Triple `-th power residue symbols and `-adic Galois polylogarithms
In this section, we interpret triple `-th power residue symbols in terms of `-adic Galois
polylogarithms for ` = 2, 3. As a result, we derive a reciprocity law of triple `-th power
residue symbols from a functinal equation of `-adic Galois polylogarithms.
2.1. Main formula. Let ` ∈ {2, 3}. Let k :=
{
Q (if ` = 2),
Q(ζ3) (if ` = 3)
and
(2.1.1) K := Q(ζ`)(
√`
p1,
√`
p2),
where ζ` = exp(2pi
√−1
` ) is a fixed primitive `-th root of unity in K ⊂ C. We set
pi ∈ Z[ζ`] (i = 1, 2, 3), x, y, w ∈ k,
θ(`)p1,p2 , R
(`)
p1,p2 ,K
(`)
p1,p2
as in Section 1.2.1 for ` = 2 and as in Section 1.2.2 with the assumption (A) for ` = 3.
Note that K = K(`)p1,p2 by (1.2.5) and (1.2.14).
Hence, by (1.2.3), (1.2.17) and (1.2.2), (1.2.16), we have
(2.1.2) x` − (−y)`p1 = w`p2,
(2.1.3) θ(`)p1,p2 =
`−1∏
i=0
(x+ ζi`y
√`
p1)i.
For the prime element pi ∈ Z[ζ`] (i = 1, 2, 3), we denote by
pi = (pi)
the prime ideal of k generated by pi. For the triple (p1, p2, p3) of primes of k, the triple
`-th power residue symbol [p1, p2, p3]` is defined as discussed in Section 1.2.
Moreover, we choose
(2.1.4) z := p1
(
−y
x
)`
.
Since z ∈ K\{0, 1}, we regard z as a K-rational point of P1K\{0, 1,∞}. Let
(2.1.5) σ˜p3 ∈ Gal(K/K)
be an extension of the Frobenius substitution σp3 := Frobp˜3 ∈ Gal(R(`)p1,p2/K) where p˜3 is
a prime ideal of K above p3. Let z¯ : Spec K → P1K\{0, 1,∞} be the base change of z via
Spec K → Spec K. Fix a homotopy class
γ ∈ pitop1 (P1(C)\{0, 1,∞};
−→01, z)
of a piece-wise smooth topological path on P1(C)\{0, 1,∞} from −→01 to z. Then, the 2nd `-
adic Galois polylogarithms `i(`)2 (z, γ) : GK → Q`, χ˜z,γ2 : GK → Z` are defined as discussed
in Section 1.1.
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Proposition 2.1. Let the notations and assumptions be as above. For any τ ∈ GK , the
value `i(`)2 (z, γ)(τ) mod `, together with χ˜
z,γ
2 (τ) mod `, is independent of the choice of γ.
Proof. Let τ ∈ GK . By (2.1.1), we have χ(τ) ≡ 1, ρz,γ(τ) ≡ 0 mod `. Hence, it follows
from Definition 2 that
(2.1.6) ζ χ˜
z,γ
2 (τ)
` = τ
(
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`)
i
`
)/ `−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`)
i
` .
Let γ0, γ1 ∈ pitop1 (P1(C)\{0, 1,∞};
−→01, z). For  ∈ {0, 1}, we choose z1/` , (1 − ζi`z1/` ) as
the specific `-th power roots determined by γ (cf. [NW1]).
First, in order to prove that χ˜z,γ2 (τ) mod ` is independent of the choice of γ, it suffices
to show
(2.1.7) ζ χ˜
z,γ0
2 (τ)
` = ζ
χ˜
z,γ1
2 (τ)
`
by comparing the right hand side of (2.1.6) for γ = γ0, γ1. We now show (2.1.7). Let
A :=
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/` )
i
` ( ∈ {0, 1}).
Take s ∈ Z/`Z such that z1/`1 = ζ−s` · z1/`0 . For each i ∈ Z/`Z, there exists ti ∈ Z/`Z
such that (1− ζi`z1/`1 )
1
` = ζti` (1− ζi−s` z1/`0 )
1
` since (1− ζi`z1/`1 ) = (1− ζi−s` z1/`0 ). Then, we
compute A1/A0 as follows:
A1
A0
=
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`0 )
i
` · ζ`
`−1∑
i=0
iti
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`0 )
i
`
=
`−1∏
j=0
(1− ζj` z1/`0 )
j+s
`
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`0 )
i
`
· ζ
`−1∑
i=0
iti
`
=
`−1∏
j=0
(1− ζj` z1/`0 )
1
`
s · ζ
`−1∑
i=0
iti
` .
Since
`−1∏
j=0
(1− ζj` z1/`0 ) = 1 − z =
(
w
x
)`
p2 and K = Q(ζ`)(
√`
p1,
√`
p2) by (2.1.1), (2.1.2),
and (2.1.4), we obtain A1
A0
∈ K, hence
ζ
χ˜
z,γ0
2 (τ)
` =
τ(A0)
A0
= τ(A1)
A1
= ζ χ˜
z,γ1
2 (τ)
` .
This complete the proof of (2.1.7).
Moreover, by Theorem 1.1 and (2.1.1), (2.1.5), we have
(2.1.8) `i(`)2 (z, γ)(τ) = −χ˜z,γ2 (τ);
therefore, `i(`)2 (z, γ)(τ) mod ` is also independent of the choice of γ. 2
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Definition 2.2. Let the notations and assumptions be as above. Based on Proposition 2.1,
for τ ∈ GK , we let
`i
(`)
2 (z)(τ) mod ` := `i
(`)
2 (z, γ)(τ) mod `,
χ˜z2(τ) mod ` := χ˜
z,γ
2 (τ) mod `,
that is
ζ
`i
(`)
2 (z)(τ)
` := ζ
`i
(`)
2 (z,γ)(τ)
` , ζ
χ˜z2(τ)
` := ζ
χ˜z,γ2 (τ)
` .
Now we shall describe the triple symbol [p1, p2, p3]` by a special value of the 2nd `-adic
Galois polylogarithm.
Theorem 2.3. Let the notations and assumptions be as above. For ` ∈ {2, 3}, we have
[p1, p2, p3]` =
σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
· ζ χ˜z2(σ˜p3 )`
= σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
· ζ−`i
(`)
2 (z)(σ˜p3 )
` .
Proof. Let ` ∈ {2, 3}. We compute the triple symbol [p1, p2, p3]` as follows:
[p1, p2, p3]` = σp3
(√`
θ
(`)
p1,p2
)
/
√`
θ
(`)
p1,p2 (by Theorem 1.5, Theorem 1.10)
= σ˜p3
(√`
θ
(`)
p1,p2
)
/
√`
θ
(`)
p1,p2
= σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(x+ ζi`y
√`
p1)
i
`
)/ `−1∏
i=0
(x+ ζi`y
√`
p1)
i
` (by (2.1.3))
=
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
x
i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
x
i
`
·
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(
1 + ζi`
y
x
p
1/`
1
) i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(1 + ζi`
y
x
p
1/`
1 )
i
`
= σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
·
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(
1 + ζi`
y
x
p
1/`
1
) i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(1 + ζi`
y
x
p
1/`
1 )
i
`
.
Since z = p1
(
−y
x
)`
by (2.1.4), the second factor of the above last side is equal to
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`)
i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`z1/`)
i
`
= ζ χ˜
z
2(σ˜p3 )
` (by (2.1.6)).
Therefore, by combining above formulas and (2.1.8), we obtain
[p1, p2, p3]` =
σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
· ζ χ˜z2(σ˜p3 )` =
σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
· ζ−`i
(`)
2 (z)(σ˜p3 )
` .
2
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Corollary 2.4 (Case of ` = 2). Let the notations and assumptions be as above. Then we
have
[p1, p2, p3]2 = (−1)ρx(σ˜p3 )−`i
(2)
2 (z)(σ˜p3 ),
where the value ρx(σ˜p3) ∈ Z/2Z is defined by σ˜p3(
√
x)/
√
x = (−1)ρx(σ˜p3 ). Hence, we
obtain
µ2(123) = ρx(σ˜p3)− `i(2)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 2.
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.3 and Definition 4. 2
Corollary 2.5 (Case of ` = 3). Let the notations and assumptions be as above. Then we
have
[p1, p2, p3]3 = ζ3−`i
(3)
2 (z)(σ˜p3 ).
Hence, we obtain
µ3(123) = −`i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3.
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.3 and Definition 5. 2
2.2. Deriving a reciprocity law. Let the notations and assumptions be as in previous
section. Note that γ′ = δ · ϕ(γ) ∈ pitop1 (P1(C)\{0, 1,∞};
−→01, 1− z) is as in Section 1.1.
Proposition 2.6. For any τ ∈ GK , the value `i(`)2 (1 − z, γ′)(τ) mod `, together with
χ˜1−z,γ
′
2 (τ) mod `, is independent of the choice of γ.
Proof. The proof can be done in the same way as the proof of Proposition 2.1. 2
Definition 2.7. Based on Proposition 2.6, for τ ∈ GK , we let
`i
(`)
2 (1− z)(τ) mod ` := `i(`)2 (1− z, γ′)(τ) mod `,
χ˜1−z2 (τ) mod ` := χ˜
1−z,γ′
2 (τ) mod `,
that is
ζ
`i
(`)
2 (1−z)(τ)
` := ζ
`i
(`)
2 (1−z,γ′)(τ)
` , ζ
χ˜1−z2 (τ)
` := ζ
χ˜1−z,γ
′
2 (τ)
` .
Firstly, to derive a reciprocity law of triple `-th power residue symbols, we describe the
triple symbol [p2, p1, p3]` by the 2nd `-adic Galois polylogarithmic character.
Theorem 2.8. For ` ∈ {2, 3}, we have
[p2, p1, p3]` =
σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
· ζ χ˜
1−z
2 (σ˜p3 )
` .
Proof. Let ` ∈ {2, 3}. Since x` − (−y)`p1 = w`p2 ⇐⇒ x` − w`p2 = (−y)`p1 by (2.1.2),
we can take
(2.2.1) θ(`)p2,p1 =
`−1∏
i=0
(x− ζi`w
√`
p2)i
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by replacing p1, p2, and y in (2.1.3) with p2, p1, and −w. As with Theorem 2.3, we
compute the triple symbol [p2, p1, p3]` as follows:
[p2, p1, p3]` = σp3
(√`
θ
(`)
p2,p1
)
/
√`
θ
(`)
p2,p1 (by Theorem 1.5, Theorem 1.10)
= σp3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(x− ζi`w
√`
p2)
i
`
)/ `−1∏
i=0
(x− ζi`w
√`
p2)
i
` (by (2.2.1))
= σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(x− ζi`w
√`
p2)
i
`
)/ `−1∏
i=0
(x− ζi`w
√`
p2)
i
`
=
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
x
i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
x
i
`
·
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(
1− ζi`
w
x
p
1/`
2
) i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(
1− ζi`
w
x
p
1/`
2
) i
`
= σ˜p3(x
1
2 (`−1))
x
1
2 (`−1)
·
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(
1− ζi`
w
x
p
1/`
2
) i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(
1− ζi`
w
x
p
1/`
2
) i
`
.
Since 1− z = x
` − (−y)`p1
x`
= w
`
x`
p2 by (2.1.2), the second factor of the above last side is
equal to
σ˜p3
(
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`(1− z)1/`)
i
`
)
`−1∏
i=0
(1− ζi`(1− z)1/`)
i
`
= ζ χ˜
1−z
2 (σ˜p3 )
` (by Definition 2, (2.1.1), (2.1.5)).
Therefore we obtain the assertion of the theorem. 2
Now, we derive a reciprocity law of triple `-th power residue symbols from the functional
equation of `-adic Galois polylogarithms introduced in Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 2.9 (a reciprocity law). Let the notations and assumptions be as above. For
` ∈ {2, 3}, we have
[p1, p2, p3]` · [p2, p1, p3]` = 1.
Proof. By combining Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.8,
[p1, p2, p3]` · [p2, p1, p3]` =

σ˜p3 (
√
x)√
x
(−1)χ˜z2(σ˜p3 ) · σ˜p3 (
√
x)√
x
(−1)χ˜1−z2 (σ˜p3 ) (if ` = 2),
ζ3
χ˜z2(σ˜p3 ) · ζ3χ˜
1−z
2 (σ˜p3 ) (if ` = 3)
=
{
(−1)χ˜z2(σ˜p3 )+χ˜1−z2 (σ˜p3 ) (if ` = 2),
ζ3
χ˜z2(σ˜p3 )+χ˜
1−z
2 (σ˜p3 ) (if ` = 3)
= ζ χ˜
z
2(σ˜p3 )+χ˜
1−z
2 (σ˜p3 )
`
= ζ χ˜
z,γ
2 (σ˜p3 )+χ˜
1−z,γ′
2 (σ˜p3 )
` .
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By the functional equation in Theorem 1.2, the above last side is equal to
ζ
−ρz,γ(σ˜p3 )ρ1−z,γ′ (σ˜p3 )+ 124 (χ(σ˜p3 )2−1)
` = 1 (by (2.1.1), (2.1.5)).
This completes the proof. 2
3. Appendix: Examples - Case of ` = 3 with the assumption (A)
In this appendix, we present examples of [p1, p2, p3]3 and `i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 for some
pairs (p1, p2) which have αp1,p2 satisfying the assumption (A) in Section 1.2.2. The rational
primes p which satisfy p ≡ 1 mod 9 and 1 ≤ −p ≤ 1000 are the following 29 numbers:
(3.0.1) L :=

−17,−53,−71,−89,−107,−179,−197,−233,−251,−269,
−359,−431,−449,−467,−503,−521,−557,−593,−647,−683,
−701,−719,−773,−809,−827,−863,−881,−953,−971
 .
For any pair (p1, p2) of distinct rational primes in L, prime ideals p1 = (p1), p2 = (p2)
of Q(ζ3) satisfy the conditions (1.2.7), (1.2.8) and (1.2.9).
In [AMM; Example 6.4], F. Amano showed that one can take α−17,−53 = 8 − 3 3
√
17
satisfying (A) in the case where (p1, p2) = (−17,−53), and gave values of [p1, p2, p3]3
for p3 = −71,−89,−107,−179,−197. According to [HM; Example 4.2.15], Y. Mizusawa
found other pairs (p1, p2) = (−17,−467), (−107,−449), (−431,−233) which have αp1,p2 ∈
OK1 with the assumption (A). For example, one can take
α−17,−469 = 6− 9 3
√−17,
α−107,−449 = −24− 5 3
√−107,
α−431,−233 = −68− 9 3
√−431
respectively for these cases.
Let us now give new examples. Consider the case where (p1, p2) = (−17,−593). In this
case, we can take
(3.0.2) x = 9, y = 2, w = −1
as a solution of (1.2.16) and
αp1,p2 (= α−17,−593) = 9 + 2
3√−17
satisfying (A). Hence
θ(3)p1,p2
(
= θ(3)−17,−593
)
= (9 + 2ζ3 3
√−17)(9 + 2ζ23 3
√−17)2.
Moreover, let p3 = (p3) be a prime ideal of Q(ζ3) which satisfies (1.2.15). Then,
[p1, p2, p3]3 =
σp3(
3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2)
3
√
θ
(3)
p1,p2
(by Theorem 1.10)
≡ θ(3)p1,p2
p23−1
3 mod p˜3,
where p˜3 is a prime ideal of K(3)p1,p2 above p3. Since θ
(3)
p1,p2
p23−1
3 ∈ K1 = Q(ζ3, 3√p1),
[p1, p2, p3]3 ≡ θ(3)p1,p2
p23−1
3 mod p˜3 ∩K1.
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Therefore, we obtain the following test: for c = 0, 1,−1,
(3.0.3) [p1, p2, p3]3 = ζc3 ⇐⇒ NK1/Q(θ(3)p1,p2
p23−1
3 − ζc3) ≡ 0 mod p3.
On the other hand, we can take αp2,p1 (= α−593,−17) = 9+ 3
√−593 satisfying (A). Hence
θ
(3)
p2,p1
(
= θ(3)−593,−17
)
= (9+ζ3 3
√−593)(9+ζ23 3
√−593)2. By replacing θ(3)p1,p2 (resp. K1) with
θ
(3)
p2,p1 (resp. K2 = Q(ζ3, 3
√
p2)) in (3.0.3), we obtain the following test: for c = 0, 1,−1,
(3.0.4) [p2, p1, p3]3 = ζc3 ⇐⇒ NK2/Q(θ(3)p2,p1
p23−1
3 − ζc3) ≡ 0 mod p3.
Checking the right hand condition of (3.0.3) and (3.0.4) by PARI/GP, we can compute
[p1, p2, p3]3 and [p2, p1, p3]3. Furthermore, by combining with Theorem 2.3 and Theo-
rem 2.8, we can also compute `i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 and `i
(3)
2 (1− z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 where
z
(
= −p1 y
3
x3
)
= 136729 .
Consequently, for p3 ∈ L\{−17,−593}, we get TABLE 1. Thus, we can be assured that
the reciprocity law [p1, p2, p3]3 · [p2, p1, p3]3 = 1 of Theorem 1.11 holds.
Let us examine more general behaviors of
[pρ(1), pρ(2), pρ(3)]3
where ρ ∈ S3 is any permutation of the set {1, 2, 3}, in the cases
{p1, p2, p3} = {−17,−53,−431}, {−17,−557,−773}, {−17,−593,−773}.
Finding a solution of (1.2.16) and checking the test (3.0.3) for each case, we can compute
[pρ(1), pρ(2), pρ(3)]3. Furthermore, by combining with Corollary 2.5, we can also compute
`i
(3)
2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3. Consequently, we get TABLE 2. Based on TABLE 2, it may be
plausible to expect that
(3.0.5) [pρ(1), pρ(2), pρ(3)]3 = [p1, p2, p3]
sgn(ρ)
3 ,
where sgn(ρ) ∈ {1,−1} is the signature of ρ ∈ S3, for (p1, p2, p3) satisfying the conditions
(1.2.7), (1.2.8), (1.2.9) and (1.2.15).
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Table 1. Table of [p1, p2, p3]3, [p2, p1, p3]3, `i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 and
`i
(3)
2 (1− z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 for (p1, p2) = (−17,−593), p3 ∈ L\{p1, p2}
p3 [p1, p2, p3]3 [p2, p1, p3]3 `i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 `i
(3)
2 (1− z)(σ˜p3) mod 3
−53 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−71 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−89 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−107 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−179 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−197 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−233 1 1 0 0
−251 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−269 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−359 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−431 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−449 1 1 0 0
−467 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−503 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−521 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−557 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−647 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−683 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−701 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−719 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−773 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−809 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−827 1 1 0 0
−863 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−881 ζ−13 ζ3 1 −1
−953 ζ3 ζ−13 −1 1
−971 1 1 0 0
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Table 2. Table of [p1, p2, p3]3 and `i(3)2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3 for the cases of
{p1, p2, p3} = {−17,−53,−431}, {−17,−557,−773}, {−17,−593,−773}
(p1, p2) αp1,p2 = x+ y 3
√
p1 z = −p1 y3x3 p3 [p1, p2, p3]3 `i
(3)
2 (z)(σ˜p3) mod 3
(−17,−53) 8 + 3 3√−17 459512 −431 1 0
(−53,−17) 8 + 3√−53 53512 −431 1 0
(−17,−431) 31 + 15 3√−17 5737529791 −51 1 0
(−431,−53) 10 + 3 3√−431 116371000 −17 1 0
(−53,−431) 10− 3√−53 − 531000 −17 1 0
(−431,−17) 31− 4 3√−431 −2758429791 −53 1 0
(−17,−557) −42− 16 3√−17 87049261 −773 ζ3 −1
(−557,−17) −42− 2 3√−557 5579261 −773 ζ−13 1
(−17,−773) −23 + 8 3√−17 − 870412167 −557 ζ−13 1
(−773,−557) −6− 3√−773 773216 −17 ζ−13 1
(−557,−773) −6 + 3√−557 −557216 −17 ζ3 −1
(−773,−17) −23− 3 3√−773 2087112167 −557 ζ3 −1
(−17,−593) 9 + 2 3√−17 136729 −773 ζ−13 1
(−593,−17) 9 + 3√−593 593729 −773 ζ3 −1
(−17,−773) −23 + 8 3√−17 − 870412167 −593 ζ3 −1
(−773,−593) −55− 6 3√−773 166968166375 −17 ζ3 −1
(−593,−773) −55 + 3√−593 − 593166375 −17 ζ−13 1
(−773,−17) −23− 3 3√−773 2087112167 −593 ζ−13 1
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